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War Girl is a shoot’em up that combines new game mechanics with old school arcade action. Gameplay is split
between a top down view and a first person perspective, used in separate games sections. Aiming in the top down
view is done with the touchpad and a 2 button configuration, one to create, one to fire. This is used to either position
the War Girl or create a special weapon (shaver, mines,.50 cal) with after that the War Girl is spawned into another
section where the first person view is more twitch oriented. Your aim in the top down section is to aim at a part of
the screen in order to kill the enemy. Upon death the enemy’s health decreases, from 100 in the beginning to 1 in
the end of a match. The faster you kill the enemy, the better. In the first person section you are spawning into all
sorts of armed vehicles, each with their own characteristics, amount of bullets in the clip, which parts of the screen
the view can be seen and the angle that your view is set. After that the screen splits in half and you spawn on the
left side with a melee weapon, while the right side plays as the old school shooter with head shots and smooth
dodging (Ridon Mode). The screen splits when the player dies in that section, and the screen plays the same again
as before on that side. If players are able to kill the other side’s player, they can access the other side’s vehicles and
fire out at them (the other players) with the ammo of the killed vehicle, if that section is still alive and their player is
killed in the process. That section then becomes the first person game part again. To kill an opponent’s player you
have to shoot the corresponding part of their avatar with the current weapon you are equipped with. You can also
manually dodge by throwing the War Girl upwards and to the side, or you can shoot enemies while moving
backwards. The controls are quite simple and when you hit a player they will slide to the bottom of the screen until
they die, giving the game a unique feeling of adding a retro feel to it. The game also features (all game modes)
multiplayer, where you can play in locally or online. One noticeable aspect that sets this game apart from the crowd
is that the War Girl can be spawned as a vehicle after the first person shooter at any place on the screen, it’s not
restricted to the top or bottom of the

Features Key:
300+ unique levels
2 modes for competition & training
Smooth reticule and tilt controls
Random world generation
Two-player Pause mode
Time attack mode for...
Brutal Audio Engine (Dynamo engines)
Multilingual interface
2D graphics with parallax/pixel art
Seamlessly syncs with your...
Support for any screen resolution

System Requirements:

Mac OS X 10.7 or later
Intel dual-core CPU
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